
Agenda for 
3515 Raymond St. Variance Hearing 

7/13/2021 
Via Zoom 

7:30 p.m. Call to Order, Opening Remarks & Explanation of Procedure 

7:35 p.m. Presentation of Staff Report 

7:40 p.m. Applicant Presentation of Variance Request 

7:55 p.m. Opportunity for Council to Ask Questions of the Applicant 

8:10 p.m. Opportunity for Residents to Ask Questions of the Applicant* 

8:25 p.m. Opportunity for Resident Comments (in support or opposition of the 
variance) * 

8:40 p.m. Applicant Rebuttal 

8:55 p.m. Council Deliberation and Vote 

* In the interest of time, and depending on the number of residents who may wish to
comment or ask a question, the Village may limit residents to two minutes of speaking time.
Residents should please limit comments to new information for the Council to consider and
questions which have not already been answered. Please note: all resident letters sent to
the Council and/or Village Office have been entered in the official record.

This hearing will be audio recorded. All attendees should avoid talking unless recognized 
by the Chair, and coming to the podium to speak and identifying oneself by name and 
address. 



 
Virtual Meeting Information 

 
Below is the information for those residents who would prefer to dial in remotely or video in to 
the Council meeting.  
 

 
1. Dial-In Option 

 
Call: 1 301 715 8592 
When prompted, enter the Meeting ID: 875 6634 7721# (you must enter the "#") 
Password: 974816 
 

 
2. Web/Video Option:  

 
a. Go to the Zoom meeting link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87566347721?pwd=UFloeElZamJWcTNRMi9KckQ5
S0QwUT09  

b. It will take you to Zoom to download, which is free. Then the meeting will 
launch. You can view the meeting or just listen in and talk when prompted. 
 
 Meeting ID: 875 6634 7721 
 Password: 974816 
 

Topic: Variance Hearing for 3515 Raymond Street 
Time: Jul 13, 2021 07:30 PM  

 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87566347721?pwd=UFloeElZamJWcTNRMi9KckQ5S0QwUT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87566347721?pwd=UFloeElZamJWcTNRMi9KckQ5S0QwUT09


 
MONTGOMERY CONSULTING 

15111 Players Way - Glenwood, MD 21738   Tel: (301) 908-3220 
 
SUBJECT:   3515 Raymond St. - Variance Comments 
 
DATE OF MEMO: July 8, 2021 
 

1. The applicants have applied for two variances of the Village Code. 
2. The Village issued a building permit earlier this year and the new house is under 

construction. 
3. The first variance is for Section 7-402 (e) (2), which states the new house cannot 

extend 80 feet beyond the front of the new building line. 
4. The applicants are requesting a variance to build a second-floor office above the 

porch, which will extend the new house to 85 feet beyond the front building line. 
5. Thus a 5-foot variance is requested. 
6. The second variance is for Section 7-402 (e) (5) (ii), which states a projection may 

encroach a maximum of 3 feet into a building side yard setback. 
7. The left side of the new house is located 10 feet from the left side yard, which is the 

minimum allowed setback for the left side of the new house. 
8. The Village Code allows stairs to project a maximum of 3 feet into a side yard 

setback or 7 feet from the side yard property line. 
9. The new stairs will be located 6.29 feet from the side property line. 
10. Thus, a variance is 0.71 feet is requested. 

 
If the Council approves the two variances, the applicants will then submit revised 
construction plans to MCDPS and to the Village. When the County approves the revised 
plans, the Village will revise the existing building permit to include the two changes. 
 
If approved, I recommend the applicants provide the Village with a Wall Check as soon as 
the office and the stairs are constructed to insure they comply with the Village’s variance 
conditions. 
 









Request for Variance 
3515 Raymond Street 

 

Briefly describe each variance requested (if part of larger project, please include 
context):  

a. In connection with building our new home at 3515 Raymond, we are seeking to build a 
home office attached to our master bedroom, replacing the balcony contained in our 
architects’ plans with a room of the same dimensions.  The permits for the home were 
approved in February and construction is underway.  We now seek approval for a 
variance from Section 7-402(e)(2), the rear setback requirement, in order to build an 
office at the back of the home that exceeds the rear setback requirement by 5.0 feet.  The 
roof would be located directly above the covered porch that will be located on the middle 
level of our home; that covered porch and the proposed balcony are consistent with VMA 
zoning requirements (i.e., there will already be a structure there that does not violate 
setback requirements; we are seeking a variance to change the nature of the structure 
from a balcony to an enclosed room of the same size). 
 
The EBL analysis indicates the EBL is 33.0 feet from the front property line.  The Code 
allows a building to extend a maximum of 80 feet beyond the EBL.  The proposed 
addition will be located 85.0 feet beyond the EBL.  Thus, a variance of 5.0 feet is 
requested. 
 

b. We also seek a variance from Section 7-402(e)(5)(ii) because alignment of the covered 
porch with the columns beneath it during construction necessitates extending the 
previously-approved stair landing and stairs over the permissible side setback by 0.71 
feet.   
 
The minimum secondary setback on the left side of the proposed house is 10.0 feet.  The 
Code allows stairs to project into that minimum setback 3.0 feet or 7.0 feet from the side 
property line.  The proposed stair will be located 6.29 feet from the left side property 
line.  Thus, a variance of 0.71 feet is requested. 

 

Explain why conforming to the Village Code would cause peculiar or unusual 
practical difficulties.   

The lot’s narrow width, deep length and the setback requirements only permit the construction 
of a long narrow home, which causes difficulties in finding space for a private home office under 
the approved plans.  As a result of the pandemic (and its unpredictable duration), it is our 
expectation that a home office will be necessary to accomplish our professional responsibilities, 
especially given that at least one of our employers is experimenting with “hoteling” options for 
its workers and both employers considering more flexible options for working from home part-
time.  We also have aging parents who will increasingly occupy the guest bedrooms in our home, 
making those bedrooms unsuitable for regular use as an office.  

The narrowness of the lot similarly impacts the side setback requirement, from which we seek a 
variance of less than one foot.   
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Describe why the variance is the minimum reasonably necessary to overcome the 
exception condition. 

As noted above, the proposed home office that we seek to build would replace a balcony off our 
master bedroom that is above a covered porch; that balcony and the covered porch below it are 
consistent with VMA zoning requirements and still allow for the desired large rear yard 
setback.  All we are proposing is to add walls and a roof to the balcony structure that will 
otherwise be constructed; we are not extending the length or width of the home.  We understand 
the proposed office would not require a Montgomery County variance. 

With respect to the porch stairs and side setback, the variance we seek is a matter of inches, to 
address an issue that arose during construction.   

 

Explain why the variance would not be detrimental to the use and enjoyment of 
neighboring properties. 

We have designed the proposed office to be sensitive architecturally and to help maintain 
privacy surroundings.  The variance is not detrimental to the use and enjoyment of the 
neighboring properties because it faces the rear of our house and cannot be seen from the 
street.  Moreover, the building of an indoor structure on the top level of the house will actually 
provide greater privacy to our neighbors, since we will not spend time outside on a balcony 
overlooking their properties.  As noted above, the proposed home office is not an expanded 
structure; it is just an addition of walls and a roof.  As such, it does not, in a practical sense, 
increase the size of the lot coverage, even if it is considered to do so as a technical matter under 
zoning rules.    

With respect to the porch stairs and side setback, the variance we seek is a matter of inches and 
unlikely to be detrimental to the use and enjoyment of neighboring properties. 
















